
Step 1

Nov-Dec 2020 

Advent Series
Redesigned prerecorded       

LBC Connections
*permitted small group 

gatherings use                          
LBC Connections

Step 2

January 2021 

Summer Series
Simplified prerecorded              

LBC Connections
*permitted small group 

gatherings use                          
LBC Connections        

Step 3

February - April 2021 

Easter Series
Physcially gathered services 

recommence subject to 
approved COVIDSafe Plan

*recording / livestreaming of 
services commences tba

Moving forward with Sunday Services @LBC 
Dave Huddleston - LBC Worship Coordinator - 16 October 2020 

 
Background 
On Monday 12th October, our Worship Leaders team (WL) gathered to engage in an informed discussion in response to my 
recently prepared ‘Moving Forward’ document. I had been convicted by the Lord to articulate some strong impressions placed 
upon my heart. Stewart and Chris have been supportive of this process. What follows is an edited version of what was presented 
to our WL team. It includes some updated material based on emerging developments this week. I present this to our Steering 
Group for consideration and feedback where appropriate. Some of what follows may already be familiar to you. 
 
 

Big Picture – 3 step timeline 
The following diagram represents my proposal for how we could help facilitate a staged transition from solely online services 
to regular physically gathered Sunday services, which in time can be recorded and livestreamed from a yet to be determined 
date. This diagram does not seek to address any additional or potential new ministry initiatives that may be developed at LBC 
into 2021. This diagram also does not include LBC Connections services scheduled on Sunday 25th October and 1st November. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dates:  

Step 1   8 weeks:  Nov 8, 15, 22, 29, Dec 6 (communion ‘C’), 13 (LBC Connections + LBC Carols in the lounge), 20, 25 (Fri) 

Step 2   5 weeks:  Jan 3 (C), 10, 17, 24, 31 

Step 3   9 weeks:  Feb 7 (C), 14, 21, 28, Mar 7 (C), 14, 21, 28, April 2 (Good Friday C), 4 (Easter Sunday) 

               *Stewart to liaise with MMT if Mission Focus Service be held within this block or should it wait until after 4th April. 
 

               
 

Key Considerations 
 

Pre-Christmas Advent series symbols – last year’s approach worked well. We will be incorporating something 
similar into the new series Stewart is currently preparing. The new series will be entitled ‘The Manger in the 
Middle”, and will be complemented by LBC folk having access to an Advent devotional book by Tim Chester.  
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2. 
 

Worship-stage set – we’ve agreed to design a simple stage set to be used as a consistent backdrop-environment 
for the entire Advent series, commencing Sun 8th November. This will require setting things up (permanently) in 
the upstairs Youth Room (2 lockable doors - make it a recording studio) for the duration. We will aim to keep it 
simple and allow for any Govt restrictions/permissions. Worship leaders will be meeting on site with Keith Chatwin 

on Friday 23rd October to explore further. There are various access, equipment, budget and risk considerations to navigate. 
 

Livestreaming v pre-recorded – we affirm the SG direction to be continuing with a prerecorded LBC Connections 
YouTube playlist, allowing congregation members to choose when they view the service, rather than adopting a 
set time livestreaming approach. Using the secure worship set approach means our  ‘product/package’ can come 
across much cleaner, appearing much less disjointed, by adopting a consistent setting for online services 

(location, look and feel, good lighting, well defined faces, clear audio, etc). This means that for Step 1 anyone presenting during 
the service appears in the one location, but they may have recorded their contributions at a different time in the day/week.  
 

Note: On Sunday 1st November, we are planning to run with a stand-alone livestreamed service to bridge the current Spiritual 
Disciplines series and the new Manger in the Middle Advent series.  Scott will facilitate this, in partnership with Stewart. The 
service will be a test-run of sorts featuring personal reflections/testimonies, songs and some input from Stewart to reflect 
and then frame up the Advent series. We will ensure effective communication takes place in the lead up to 1st Nov, so 
LBC folk are well informed and understand we will be using a different once-off approach on this day. 

 
Worship teams – we have agreed to adjust our current model for how worship songs are presented through LBC 
Connections and plan to run with small teams of 3-4 people for the rest of this year (commencing 8th November). 
We will no longer be showing YouTube Christian artist song clips. We have come up with a short-list of likely 
musicians and vocalists and are planning to hold several recording sessions on site. This will be an efficient use of 

time as compared to recording worship song sets on a weekly basis. Our plan is to prepare a library of pre-recorded Christmas 
and other worship songs for rostered worship leaders to select from each week. We’re keen to work with this approach. 

 
Communicating with LBC worship team members – we have begun communicating with the pre-lockdown list of 
worship team members and other Sunday Service team members. We will gradually reveal any relevant information  
and seek expressions of interest for involvement going forward (ie across the 3 steps). We also acknowledge the 
importance of inviting existing worship leaders to consider what their ongoing commitment into 2021 may look like. 

 
Key components of LBC Connections –  we agreed that LBC Connections needs to include a call to worship, sung worship, bible 
reading (Stewart to recruit appropriate people), teaching-preaching (approx. 20min ), Communion (monthly, with specific 
guidelines for length and content - Stewart) and prayer (Stewart to revisit approach with Elders as we believe it may be time to 
freshen up what is provided).  We will prepare some guidelines and a schedule of sorts to assist with coordination. 

 
Carols in the lounge – we have agreed to set aside the evening of 13th December to replace Carols on the Lawn 
with an online ‘homely’ and family-friendly version that is pre-recorded and possibly livestreamed (tbc). By then, 
we would hope people could invite others to gather in their homes and light candles, sing carols, eat supper, etc 

together. A small group may even be able to gather in the church building. The upper room worship-stage set will be utilised. 
Musicians, vocals, readers and puppeteers will be recruited, later. Dave will liaise with Stewart and others to progress this. 
 

Advent candles & readings – we have agreed not to incorporate this into the 2020 series. We believe it is timely 
to give this a break for a year, plus we don’t want such an approach to clash/cause confusion with the other 
symbols being incorporated into the worship-stage set for the series. 

 
 

Closing comments 
Thanks for considering the above information. I am happy to address 
your questions. I’m hoping we can finish the year well and give a lift to 
the LBC folk, rather than falling over the line as the year wraps up. I 
also acknowledge that further discussion will be needed to progress 
Steps 2 and 3, should they be endorsed by the SG forum. 
 

Eyes on Jesus! 
 
 
 
 
 
 


